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History
woven
into
every yard

We are fourth-generation artisans who apply age-old techniques and craftsmanship to create
timeless treasures out of the finest wools from Great Britain and New Zealand. Each Jacquard is
hand punched to exacting standards. Each carpet is woven individually, from start to finish. Every
loop is inspected by hand.

Mark Wolf (left) and Jerry Bell, childhood friends and coworkers

Mark Wolf and Jerry Bell, mill supervisors
Jerry: “I’ve grown up here. I started 35 years ago, tying bobbins,
creeling, weaving. Then one of the third-generation owners, who had
an engineering degree, took me under his wing and taught me how to
fix the machines, fabricate obsolete parts and assemble every nut and
bolt in the loom to solve every mystery and repair every problem.”
Mark: “We are big, yet small. We create these incredible pieces that go
all over the world. We’ve made carpets for Pope Francis and for
ambassadors. And still, we’re a close-knit family. People matter here. It
shows in everything we do.”

A Langhorne carpet tells a story. A story of every person who walked on it. A story of every home it
graced. A story of every skilled hand who helped construct it. Our turn-of-the-century mill is our
first and only location – where we have elevated Wilton carpet weaving to an art form.
We are a family, a dedicated group of caring, conscientious people proud to bring you the world’s
most beautiful carpets.

Beautiful stories.Told in pure wool.

For a consultation or to learn more
Phone: 215-757-5155 • Fax: 215-757-2212
sales@langhornecarpets.com
201 West Lincoln Highway
P.O. Box 7175
Penndel, PA 19047
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Whiter shades of wow
A room with a point of view. Seaside elegance brought to life with a surprising twist of luxurious

Sometimes, wool tells a quiet story. This tale is spun in glorious white – a beautifully designed, textured

texture. Hugging the Atlantic Ocean, yet miles away from traditional beach décor. A glamorous boudoir,
grounded in an endless expanse of custom wool carpet. Presented in wondrous, pure white.

pattern, woven to exacting specifications. Only wool can capture the subtle eﬀect of soft white-on-white that frames this
glorious hideaway – dreamily juxtaposing the sand and surf that await outside.

Wool says it best
At Langhorne Carpet Company, we create
legendary pieces of art. Every installation is
meticulously crafted and custom matched to
any color – with the finest-grade, opulent
wools, dyes and tireless hand work.

A lasting impression
Using 19th-century techniques – with a touch
of modern technology – we weave extraordinary
carpets to delight your most discriminating
client. Designs are fashioned with hand-punched
Jacquards, then painstakingly produced with
every loop carefully inspected.

You’ll find our works of art everywhere, from an epic
Manhattan penthouse to the White House. Dazzling
modern designs and historical reproductions, crafted in
superior wools from Great Britain and New Zealand.

In addition to our peerless custom work, we oﬀer an
extensive collection of stocked designs – a truly
incomparable array of broadlooms, narrow looms and
borders that are distinctive and elegant.

Wool says wow. It’s natural, durable, renewable
and looks better…longer. Our buyers insist on the
world’s finest wools – for impeccable color, texture,
feel and finish.

Let’s create your next story.
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